DALLAS (Standard & Poor's) Oct. 3, 2013--Standard & Poor's Ratings Services lowered its long-term rating and underlying rating (SPUR) to 'AA-' from 'AA' and to 'AA-/A-1+' from 'AA/A-1+' on various series of bonds issued for Trinity Health (Trinity), Mich. Standard & Poor's also raised its long-term rating and SPUR to 'AA-' from 'A+' on various series of bonds issued for Catholic Health East (CHE), Pa.

In our view, Trinity and CHE's merger as CHE Trinity creates opportunities for operational efficiencies and growth based on size, scale, and ability to respond to the inherent challenges in the health care sector. We believe that CHE Trinity's enterprise profile is enhanced but that key financial profile metrics, most specifically key balance sheet metrics, are diluted and now more consistent with our 'AA-' medians. Our longer-term view is that balance sheet metrics will improve as CHE Trinity continues to realize the benefits of the merger.

Since its May 1 closing, CHE Trinity has moved quickly to consolidate all debt under a new master trust indenture (MTI), whereby Trinity Health's MTI will be amended to expand the obligated group to include CHE Trinity, CHE, and Trinity Health under a consolidated obligated group structure.

"The rating actions reflect our view of the completed CHE Trinity's new MTI and that the new obligated group will issue debt as a single organization for the first time, with the result that all 'legacy' Trinity Health and CHE debt will carry the same rating as that on CHE Trinity," said Standard & Poor's credit analyst Kevin Holloran.
The stable outlook reflects our opinion that CHE Trinity will continue to consistently generate its projected operating income levels, which in turn would continue to generate good MADS coverage for the two-year outlook period.
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